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INTRODUCTION

 1 |  Jesse and Paul, both in their mid-40s, are brothers and each is 10% owner of their family business,  
         Genesis Heating and Cooling.    

 A |  Their parents, Joseph and Annie started the company in 1965 - Joe did all the jobs, and Annie ran the office and paid the  
          bills. Both are now in their 70s and ready to retire, but they own 80% of the company stock.      

 B |  Jesse and Paul now run most of the jobs and manage their workers. A non-family employee, Stephen, has worked their  
         for 16 years and has basically become a foreman, and he leads jobs along with Jesse and Paul. Stephen, in his mid-thirties,  
        also has a great business mind and seems to come up with good ideas.

 C |  The business is profitable but Joe and Annie are still accustomed to taking money out whenever they feel like it. This  
          often frustrates Jesse and Paul, who work hard but often find that cash balances are low and sometimes even making  
          payroll causes anxiety. Part of the issue is that Mom (Annie) still keeps the books in a way that isn’t much different from  
          how she did it back in ‘65. She uses a computer now, and has a couple of office assistants on staff - one who helps  
          with data entry and the other does mostly invoicing and collections - but the process is antiquated.

 D |  The key issue, though, is how to get Mom and Dad completely out of the business and make sure they are comfortable  
          financially (all of their net worth is wrapped up in the business).

PROBLEM, SOLUTION, AND RESULTS

 1 |  Jesse and Paul needed a solution that would:

 A |  Buy out Joe and Annie’s 80% of company stock. Neither of them has enough cash on hand to do this in one shot,  
         but the time has come (in fact it is overdue) to make changes.

 B |  Ensure that the business can survive if it needs to distribute monies to Jesse and Paul, to fund the buyout. The business  
         is well-established and has a solid reputation, but in this industry things change quickly. Jesse and Paul are good at what  
         they do, but they admit they are not “numbers guys” and still worry about a big financial commitment to Mom and Dad  
         due to uncertainty. They are, frankly, scared that they may have to sell the business if they can’t deliver consistent profits.

 C |  Ensure that the valuation of the business, which would determine Joe and Annie’s buy-out amount, is fair and keeps  
          them comfortable in retirement. No one at Genesis really knows what the business is worth. They have never seriously  
         contemplated selling and their accountant has only told them to hire an expert on valuations - which sounds costly.   
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To solve these problems, CLM engaged to consult the owners of Genesis Heating and Cooling with regular monthly meetings  

and ongoing support. We wanted to first focus on helping the owners define their business model, and simultaneously reform  

and modernize their internal accounting system while putting together an accurate and detailed business forecast, and reform their 

internal accounting system. All of the owners, including Joe and Annie, understood that in order to properly value the business, we all 

needed to get a firm grip on the company finances. Secondly, we needed to develop strong accounting information and reports that 

would provide the brothers, Jesse and Paul, with the confidence to know at any given time how the business is really doing - are we  

on target? Ahead? Behind? They felt that as long as they could go to sleep at night knowing that someone was helping them stay on 

top of the numbers, that even difficulties would feel more manageable. Finally, they needed a dynamic financial forecast in the  

business that could be easily tweaked based on changing market conditions, work pipeline, vendor pricing, and competitive pressures.   

Two great things happened in the early part of the engagement:   

1 | The brothers (with Joe and Annie’s blessing) decided to give Stephen (the longtime employee) a big promotion to Operations  

Director and offered him the opportunity to buy shares of the company. Stephen, armed with technical knowledge and a much greater  

“love of numbers” than the others, would be put in charge of running the business side while Jesse and Paul could focus on business 

development and customer relationships.   

2 | Despite not being “numbers guys”, Jesse and Paul were completely engaged in the consulting process and included Stephen in the 

meetings. This open-ness gave Stephen the confidence that this would no longer be just a “family business”, but one that was  

serious about growing in size and sophistication with levels of management.

CLM cautioned the Genesis team that it would take at least a year to firmly establish a new and improved accounting system tied  

to a set of reliable projections:

 A |  Within the first 90 days, the company was able to hire a new full-time accounting manager to replace Annie.  
         This manager now reports directly to Stephen.   With CLM’s guidance and training, the accounting system is vastly  
         improved and now provides timely reports on profitability, cash flow, and job costing that didn’t exist previously.   

 B |  Joe and Annie are fully retired, and receiving a structured buy-out of their shares over a 3-year period. By the end  
         of three years, Jesse and Paul will each own 45% of the company and Stephen will own 10%.          

 C |  Jesse and Paul are pleased with company performance and their ability to reasonably predict cash flow realities out  
           into the future. The business is growing steadily and while the monthly payouts to Joe and Annie sometimes look  
          daunting, so far the money has always been there and the outlook is positive. We also negotiated with Genesis’ bank  
          a modest increase to their line of credit, which gives Jesse and Paul some additional comfort knowing that they have  
          availability of cash in case they have a temporary cash flow slowdown or a large, cash-intensive job.   

CONCLUSION
The transition of a business from generation to generation, or from one partner to a succeeding partner, is often a breaking point for 

small businesses. Developing a solid fiscal management foundation is imperative, but we also must appreciate the culture and internal 

dynamics that are unique to every business, and ensure that established goals and timelines are clear, achievable, and consistently  

communicated. 

Jesse says, “We just didn’t know how to get our parents out of the business in a way that was fair to us, but also that would reward them for 

the years of hard work they committed to building this business. My brother and I, and Stephen, feel that although we still have many  

challenges in the business, we are getting the right guidance with CLM. We know that we can handle anything that comes our way now.” 


